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TAG has observed that many tiatr artistes of yesteryears, who have contributed
tremendously for the promotion of tiatr in the past, are no more living today. It is
observed that these tiatr artistes have been neglected and that the present generation of
tiatr lovers, many a times, does not even know about the efforts put in by these late tiatr
artistes in preserving and promoting the tiatrs.

In order to give due importance to these artistes, TAG has formulated this scheme of
remembering tiatr artistes of yesteryears every month.

The norms of the scheme are:-

1. TAG will make a list of birth dates of prominent veteran tiatr artistes month-wise who
are no more.

2. Every month, a programme will be organized by TAG to remember the artistes who
were born in that particular month.

3. The programme will feature those artistes who have contributed at least 10 years
towards tiatr (Commercial or Non commercial) /khell tiatr/ khell or the writer/director
who has staged at least 10 tiatrs (Commercial or Non commercial) /khell tiatr/ khell.

4. Speaker(s) will be invited depending upon the number of tiatr artistes born in that
month who will highlight the contribution of the artistes as briefly as possible.

5. Speaker(s) will be paid honorarium as decided by TAG.
6. Besides speeches, a programme of songs/skits/enactments of these artistes will be

presented if possible. The programme will encourage narration of incidents in the
lives of the artistes by his/her family members, audience, etc.

7. Singers/actors of the tiatr stage will be invited to render the songs/acts of these late
artistes and will be paid a remuneration as decided by TAG. The artiste must bring his
own keyboard or Guitar with player for accompaniment, and the same will be
compensated by TAG as per its norms.

8. TAG will present a onetime memento to the nearest family member of the late artiste
as a mark of appreciation of the work of the artiste of tiatr stage. TAG will pay
travelling allowance to the nearest family members of the late artistes attending the
function.

9. The expenditure for this programme will be made from the funds allocated to this
scheme.

10. TAG reserves the right to make any changes in the rules.
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